
section four: practical IMPRESSIONS

#1:     what are 5 ways your brand promises are being  delivered by your service? What are 3 ways your brand 
           promises are being destroyed by your service? 

#2      List 3 ways your business combines your warp (your brand) and your weft (your customer service)?

#3      how would your customers describe your brand? 
            

           Does this align with your brand promises and service deliverables?

#4       list brand promises your business has and how your service supports these promises

#5       List 3 ways your business is shooting with a different arsenal than your competitors as described in this
           section of Customer relationship imprinting

#6       what are 3 positive or negative ways your service reflects and represent your brand?

1.

2.

3.

Practical questions & exercises from this section for personal application

#7       what are some areas that your service has not delivered your brand promises and what were the results?

#8       list a few ways how your team can treat brand and service as inseparable. give some practical examples

#9       LIST a few WAYS your brand represents your customers.

#10     name some businesses that seem to have married their brand and service together well? 
   

            What is different about how they operate, communicate and demonstrate their values?

BONUS         Memorize customer relationship imprinting element number four: 

          “treat brand & service as inseparable”
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imprint access   Get more imprinting tools & exclusive content

Customer Relationship Imprinting definition:

The ability to attract, acquire and retain more customers 
who follow you regardless of circumstances

section four: group therapy session

group therapy session 

For group reading, team building and group discussion

#1:      have everyone in your group name 3 household brands & collectively create a list of the warp & weft of
           each brand. next, have everyone do the same with your brand. then discuss!

#2:      have everyone in your group name 3 household brands & collectively create a list of the warp & weft of 
            each brand. next, have everyone do the same with your brand. then discuss!

#3       how do your customers describe your brand? Does this align with your brand promises & service deliverables?

#4       list brand promises your business has and how your service supports these promises

#5       what are some areas that your service has not delivered your brand promises and what were the results?

#6       list a few ways how your team can treat brand and service as inseparable. give some practical examples

#7       LIST a few WAYS your brand represents your customers.

#8       name some businesses that seem to have married their brand and service together well? 
   

             What is different about how they operate, communicate and demonstrate their values?

#9       if customers are the real owners of your brand, what do they want most from your brand and how does 
            your service support what they want?

#10     list the benifits that comes with combining the warp & weft at your organization

How did the practical impressions from the previous section go?

review your previous group therapy session questions & tasks before beginning this session
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